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ABSTRACT
Elementary school principals and guidance personnel

are being called upon more frequently to evaluate the efficacy of
educational goals and the means for attaining these goals. This
article presents alternative methods to standardized testing for

.

garnering significant information about the school environment. Three
broad categories presented are school-wide, classroom and individual.
To assess school environments the authors recommend using the Student
Opinion Poll, a 49-item questionnaire. A number of other tools are .

also discussed. Two approaches mentioned to assess the classroom
environment are a questionnaire approach and an interaction analysis
approach. The third level of the assessment process, focusing on
specific individual pupil behavior, necessitates the identification
of specific assessment devices. This process should provide a better
understanding of the nature.of the students' and/or teacher's
problem. The motivation behind student behavior munt be more clearly
understood, and the assessment tools presented in this report can
give some direction, to this search. (Author/BW)
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Elementary school principals and guidance personnel ore

more and more often being called upon to play the .role of judge

and jury relative to providing a formalized approach to evalu-

ating the efficay of educational goals and/or the means for

attaining these goals. It is apparent that school' personnel maid

to have at their disposal various devices with which they can

garner significant information about variables which impinge

upon a child's adjustment to the scfiool 'setting and the school's

need to adapt to individual' differences.

Too often our response to classroom assessment needs is

limited to standardized achievement and ability tests. The purd.

pose of this article is to present alternative methods of gsruerin

significant information about the school environment.

Assessment procedures can be app ied to 't he total school

environment, to the classroom, or focused upon,the individual

child. Thus, we present three brae oatetoriost schoo16%wide, r..
! ,

classroom, and'individual: In each case whether the broad contekt

is being viewed' or performance of a .child, the main .source of

information is the child and his/he'peroeptions of't4.14arning

environment. .

The three categories previously noted suggests a. sequence .

for assessing school diff$cultiesl, Depending on 011400 personal

bias, it is possible thatonany negative attitudes and .'behaviors,
4,
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may stem from the overwall school environment or from the individ-

ual attributes of the child. It sues feasible to argue that by

medifyingmany of the negative aspects of the total environment

the number of remaining personal adjustment problems would be

sreatly reduced. Thus, a school-wide assessment program would

be a reasonable approach. However, it is also possible to argue

for initiating the assessment process with the individual since

it is probable that more change can be facilitated through an

individual than with the total school.* rho assessment d.vvices

enplored in this article combine these two concepts by surveying'

pupils individually via questionnaires or observations an4 to

gather data about their perceptions about the school and/or

classroom.

hool Cpviron m'entt

An .xample of a method for assessing a total environment is

the ptuftit OsiniaLptll as reported. in Jackson's Life in the
.

,(412.assrool. The ptudtint.ftipion.Poll consists of a fortylpi4e.
. :

ito A questionnaire cthith provides the. pUpWwith an Opporivnity

to Indicate his opinion onlafuly aspet;t6. of his school life
N.

Xnaluded are how the student feels about parent influenwupon

the school, teacher ability, principal involvement, curriculum

mr relationships., student competition school. spiritt.gradesb
6 6

homework and 4any. others*

tti

A .

An interesting treatise an, which JO easier to change was

prementcd racontly by Btzionit A0 .411uman Beings Are Not

eiasy to Mange After All,° Saturday Review* June 30.19724
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The following Items illustrate the type of questions:

Ite4 1. This school listens to parent's opinion ;
a. too much
be just enough
c. too little

Item 2. The amount of "school spirit" at this
school is:
a. more than enough.
b. about right
(I. not enough

Item 3. When students need special attention,.
teachers in this school are:
a. always ready to help
b. generally ready to help
o. ready to help if given special notice
d. ready to help only in extreme cases

Item 4. In general, my feelings toward school eve:
a. very favorable-I like it as it is
be somewhat favprable--I would like a

few changes
c. somewhat unfavorable--X would like

many changes
d. vary unfavorable--I frequently feel

that school is pretty much of a waste
of time

Atotller etiemple of analyzing the .school for

the 'purpose. of dIveIaping a more responsit4 atmosphere is the

awnWy. qdlool Vnvironment Suatit, reported in. the pational.

rlomvtary print, April, 1970, by familiar.

Rinolair Sdentifiod five major variables: practicality,

0;1yr:1(4411;y, wareness, propriety, and scholarship, Using these'

vAriables as his framework, he developed a forty item questiOnnaire

111 which studonts indioate a true response when the item re

what usually .occurs and a false response' then it Usually.ddea not

moare A two t One rAtiaagrosing thit.an Lit:m.(1ms OUCUP sugo):.

gusts that the 1.4:am doeo reflevt a characteristid of the etudentto

nohocl envtronmantlie

4'416'4,0



Some samples are;

Item 6.

Item 12.

Item 21,
Item 27.

Item 346

Students know they should check with the
teacher before they do something that
might break a school rules
-Students that the principal and teachers
.know will tome it easier in this school,
This school seems to be an unfriendly place.
In this school it is important to be just
.like everyone else.
Most of the teachers are very hard workers
and they think the students should study
hard too.

Bcx A contains a comparison of two schools on the Environ-

ment Survey,
. 114 O. 0. Ntiv*I4600.10.1114114AW mtplelv*MAIIralwNOMVONOWM6.004..../.40



The graphical summaries of Beta School would suggest that

there exist a high emphasis on order (macticality), a greater

feeling of camaraderie, friendliness (community), and,cinvolve-

ment in experiences which develop a greater awareness of what

is happening in the total society as well as self awareness

(awareness). Alpha School would have fewer characteristics

which would support to any degree the areas of practicality or

community. However, Alpha School would place more emphasis on

proper behavior and conformity.(propriety) and academic performanee.

(scholarship) than Beta School.

A most recent and comprehensive effort for providing means

of assessing students' attitudes about their school has been

developed by Instructional Objectives Exchange at UCLA, a handy

paperback titled: Attitude Toward Sq112911.gtades X-l2 provides

some very interesting and varied methods for acquiring informa-

tion about pupils' feelipgs towards many aspects of their

school day.

It is possible by using any of these environmental assess-

ent devices to ascertain the students' viewpoint of what they

eee in their day to day experiences.in school. This is the type

of feedback data that a principal or counselor along with a

representative group of faculty and students could use as input

information in developing a school environment that is more tuned

in with its student'body as to "what is" and "what ought" to be

levoloped.



glassroom Enviropmen1;h1,

When one desires iaormation about the classroom environ-

ment, it is possible to gain information through two approaches.

First, a questionnaire approach similar to what has already been

indicated as one approach that can be used in the classroom. In

addition, however, because it is possible to observe directly

what verbal interaction is taking place, an interaction analysis

approach can be used, That is, interaction analysis devices can

be utilized to collect data as to what is happening when it is

occurring rather than relying on the reflective thoughts of the

students ex post facto.

The questionnaire approach enables the teacher and/or

counselor to gather data about a variety of dimensions which

influence pupil responses. Another advantage to the use of

questionnaires is that it enables students to express opinions

which they may not feel comfortable in expressing publicly.

A conceptual framework for helping school personnel develop

questions which can be answered through classroom solicitation

is provided in Prolilcm Solyia.to Classr.00m Learning by

Schmuck .et al. A companion volume, plumglagAltimpoom LeqrOng

Epvironmeak by Vox et al., provides a variety of devices which

can be used to acquire information about the learning climate,

social relations, 'pupil norms, outside influences, parental

ialuences, and pupil self concept. This publication also

grovided helpful hints on interpreting the information generated

by t1.0 auseesmest devioes.



The second approach to viewing the world of living in the

classroom is through interaction analysis. In other 'wards,

deciding in advance what it is one wishes to look at and then

going into the classroom to get a reading on these predetermined

variables, Obviously this approach involves more than the class-

room teacher. A second person, counselor, principal, subject

area consultant, teacher aide can act as an objective observer

and record the verbal and behavioral interaction as it transi.res

and can serve as an extra set of eyes to the classroom teacher.

Basically there are two constructs which may be followed in

recording verbal interaction in a classroom. First, is the "sign"

construct and the second is the "category" construct. The "sign"

system consists of a fixed number of descriptive items which are

not mutually exclusive. That is, each and every live observa-

tion may not be ineluded on the list of items to be observed nor

may each item be present during the observation period. Opera-

tionally, the observer has a. predetermined list of items which

after a specified block of time (usually two to ten minutes) ; he

will check the items that occurred during that period. After

marking the appropriate items, the observer focuses on the

group again and repeats the recording of items for each observa-

tion period. Overall time lapse may be 20-36 minutes.

The "category" coastruct.is comprised of a fixed number of

mutually exclusive categories to which each observation must be

assigned. When an observer uses a category system, he observe

determines which category best represents what is occqrring and

recorda it immediately. This process is repeated throughout the

Observation period (30040 minutes) and usually an observation is



recorded eVery.3 to 10 seconds. When the recording period is

concluded, the ob'server has a sequential series of observations

which occurred during a given period of time,

By far the most researched category system is the Flander's

System. This system consists of 10 categories, 7 assigned to

teacher talk, 2 assigned to student talk, and a single category

reserved for silence and/or confusion. This system permits gen.-

erating some hypothesis about the direct and indirect teacher

styles. Numerous studies have been conducted utilizing Flanders'

System which have attempted to correlate the directness or

indirectness of a teacher's verbal interaction and to correlate

the teacher's verbal interaction gnd numerous other variables,

such as academic achievement, attitude toward learning in school,

etc. It is probably one of the most widely used systems that has

been developed and includes a rather sophisticated method of

interpreting the data recorded by the !system. A more detailed

development of the system and its uses are reported in the booklet

by Amidon and Flanders, The Role of the Teacher in the Clakproaq.

To illustrate the proliferation of category systems, Simon

and Boyer have inventoried and reported 79 distinct system.

These observation systems focus on the affective, cognitive,

psycho-moto, physical activity, sociological,structure and . .

physical environment. Again, systems tend to reflect the purpose

'4 of the reseat,ch and ea be adapted to specific individual4itua-

tions. The advantage of using a well-Atested £'landex's type system

is thcv there are normative data available against which compaisonr.

can be =lei ror example the 2/3 ratio which suggests that 2/34s
1



of the time there is someone talking in the classroom and 2/3's

of the time it is the teacher These norms are based on literally

thousands of hours of observation of teachers in a variety of

classroom eettings. Also, interestingly much of research being

reported suggests that the indirect teacher is more effective

in developing higher achievement and improved attitude towards

school,

Individual Behavior

The third level of the assessment process is focusing in

on specific individual pupil behavior. After, sufficient

readings have been made about the larger environment it seems

inevitable that there is a need tb examine' behaviors of certain

children. Again, the reason for the progression from total school

environment to classroom to the individual is to suggest that

many of the problems observable in individuals can be reduced

by attending to certain overall environmental changes. Yet,

it must be recognized that certain problems are persistent

and less amenable to change by environmental manipulations. it,

is than necessary to identify specific assessment devices which

ill enable ue to better understand the nature of the student's

end/ar teacher's problem and attempt to intervene' with appropriate

actions.

The most common approach and usually the beginning point

is collecting base" rate or base line data. This becomes a

reference point from which some judgment can be made as to the

seriousness of the problem and fro serve as a basis for comparing

all
oio



progress over a period of time. This process is sometimes

called a time-series study in that the child's behavior is

not compared to any norm but to different samples of behavior

observed during specific periods of time.

Operationally, base rate data collecting is initiated by

the teacher describing the behavior she wishes modified. For
11

example, a teacher may be very concerned over the disruptive

behavior of a boy during reading class. The observer sets .

up a specific time block in which he will record the number

z

A
of incidents of disruptive behavior, e.g. grunts, groans,

bangings, etc.

The base rate data collecting can be varied and modified

greatly to fit individual situations. The base rate data can

consist of academic response rates, error rates, accuracy

rates, disruptive behavior _rates, study behavior rates, or

various aspects' of the teacher's behavior.

Box B contains an illustration of an actual case.

4



TIME-SERIES OBSERVATIONS OF THE STUDY
BEHAVIOR or AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BOY

I
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The vertical axis is the percent of time spent studying

. during the observation period. The horizontal axis is the

number of days during which observations were made. The base-.

line observations were made while typical Conditions in the

classroom existed. The reinforcement periods consisted of the

teacher attending to the boy at- times when he was engaged in

study. The reversal period was the period of time when' the

teacher returned to the conditions prevailing during the base-

.line period. As the data indicates', study behavior improved;

markedly during periods when the teacher changed her manner of

responding to the-ehild. (Hall, et al "Effects of Teacher

Attention on Study Behavior" Journal of Applied behavior Analysis

Vol. 14 Spring, 19680 pp. 1-12.).

Another rather widely used assessment device in: attempting

to understand specific children is the 'use of sociometric devices.

These deviCes attempt to determine who are the most or least

12



popular youngsters in a class as viewed by their classmates.

The important distinction to be kept in mind is to differentiate

between the persons a child may prefer to play with from the

persons the child may prefer to work with. Some research sug-

gests that the youngsters selected by peers has a relationship

to the situation in which. they will relate.. A child may prefer

one youngster for working with him on a mural while at recess he

will pick another to play football. Obviously, different talents

are needed in each situation and a child is somewhat pragmatic

in bis selections.

It is possible to identify an infinite number and variety

of individual assessment devices ranging from standardized

personality tests to group achievement tests. Each.of these

is appropriate as the conditions determine their need. of

times an outside specialist is needed in special cases which go

beyond the expertise of the classroom teacher and/or counselor.

In addition, these assessment devices .can overlap one

another and permit gathering data about both the students

environment as well as gathering some information about a spec-

We student. Most of the questionnaires suggested. in Rgitosi.s,

Classroom Learning, nvironment urge the use of a student number

system, which will permit recognition of individual situations

that may call for individual atten+ion.

Thus far the emphasis has been on specific assessment tools,'

this is not to imply that good common sense and informal °hoer.»

vations are not important. An alert, sensitive teacher can

learn much from her students and can apply these ideas effectively

0,



without much fanfare. We know intuition operates; it is part and

parcel of any assessment process, but often we are dubious of

its reliability. The point is that there are times when more

specific data is needed in order to get a more accurate reading

on what is transpiring in a particular situation. It is when

such a situation arises that the assessment devices presented

are most appropriate and will provide insights which might be

missed by a more informal appraisal. However, there is still

no substitute for an open, frank, and honest discussion with

students and attempting to implement their practical suggestions.

Hopefully, the assessment tools proVided will offer practi9al

help to the teacher, counselor, and principal,. For it is blatantl,

clear that our pupils are demanding to be recognized as persons

and we are in need of developing means of better understanding

the reasons behind the behavior we observe. The materials pres-

ented here can give some direction to this search.

14
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